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OutlineOutline

•• Current Efforts in Clinical Trial Simulation Current Efforts in Clinical Trial Simulation 
•• The Promise of PharmacogeneticsThe Promise of Pharmacogenetics
•• Types of Genetic InformationTypes of Genetic Information
•• Genetic Parameters Genetic Parameters 
•• Genetic SimulationsGenetic Simulations
•• Multiple Genes and Clinical VariablesMultiple Genes and Clinical Variables
•• Future WorkFuture Work
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Current Efforts in CTSCurrent Efforts in CTS

•• ProteomicsProteomics

•• PharmacokineticsPharmacokinetics

•• PharmacodynamicsPharmacodynamics

•• Candidate GenesCandidate Genes
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CT SimulationCT Simulation

•• Most effort toward pharmacokinetics/ Most effort toward pharmacokinetics/ 
dynamics / phase Idynamics / phase I

•• Compartment modelsCompartment models

•• Very focused on predicting a particular trialVery focused on predicting a particular trial
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Is this the correct paradigm for Is this the correct paradigm for 
pharamacogeneticspharamacogenetics

•• Most genetics are on candidate genes where Most genetics are on candidate genes where 
function is knownfunction is known

•• Genetics added as another parameter in Genetics added as another parameter in 
estimating ADME, Toxicityestimating ADME, Toxicity

•• We want to know about efficacy and adverse We want to know about efficacy and adverse 
events !events !
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Pharmacogenetics is different !Pharmacogenetics is different !

Assumption: We can use sequence information as 
indicators of clinical effect

Gene
Sequence

proteins

Pharmacokinetics

phamacodynamics

Clinical effect

pharmacogenetics



Effect of 5Effect of 5--Lipoxygenase Genotype on Lipoxygenase Genotype on 
Response to Fluticasone and ZafirlukastResponse to Fluticasone and Zafirlukast
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Genetic TermsGenetic Terms

•• Gene Gene -- hereditary unit on chromosome.hereditary unit on chromosome.

•• Locus Locus -- a position in the genome.a position in the genome.

•• Marker Marker -- position in the genome that can be studied in the position in the genome that can be studied in the 
lablab

•• Alleles Alleles -- variant forms of a gene or position.variant forms of a gene or position.

•• Genotype Genotype -- pair of alleles at a locus.pair of alleles at a locus.

•• Phenotype Phenotype -- expression of a genotype.expression of a genotype.

Loci A
B

a
b

Genotype

Allele
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Types of Sequence InformationTypes of Sequence Information

•• MarkerMarker
-- AllelesAlleles

• SNPs
• Repeat polymorphisms

-- GenotypesGenotypes

•• HaplotypesHaplotypes
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What is a Candidate Gene?What is a Candidate Gene?

•• Use knowledge of biochemistry, physiology, Use knowledge of biochemistry, physiology, 
cell biology, and pharmacology of disease to cell biology, and pharmacology of disease to 
hypothesize candidate geneshypothesize candidate genes

•• Evaluate involvement of candidate genes in Evaluate involvement of candidate genes in 
human disease by statistical genetic analysishuman disease by statistical genetic analysis

•• Identify mutations in candidate genes that Identify mutations in candidate genes that 
cause disease.cause disease.
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Genetic Marker parametersGenetic Marker parameters

•• Allele frequencyAllele frequency

•• Linkage disequilibriumLinkage disequilibrium

•• PenetrancePenetrance, , phenocopyphenocopy
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Hardy Weinberg EquilibriumHardy Weinberg Equilibrium
•• HWE describes a state where:HWE describes a state where:

-- genotype frequencies are constant from generation to genotype frequencies are constant from generation to 
generation.generation.

-- genotype frequencies are a product of the allele frequencies.genotype frequencies are a product of the allele frequencies.

ppAAAA= = ppAA
22 ppAaAa= 2= 2ppAAppaa ppaaaa= = ppaa

22

a single generation of random mating will restore HWE.a single generation of random mating will restore HWE.

•• Forces which can affect HWE include:Forces which can affect HWE include:
-- selectionselection
-- mutationmutation
-- migrationmigration
-- nonrandom matingnonrandom mating
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Hardy Weinberg EquilibriumHardy Weinberg Equilibrium

•• Frequency of A allele in sperm and egg is pFrequency of A allele in sperm and egg is pAA and and 
frequency of the a allele is pfrequency of the a allele is paa=1=1--ppAA..

•• Genotype frequencies that result from random Genotype frequencies that result from random 
mating:mating:

eggs
A a

A AA
pA2

Aa
pApa pA

sp
er

m

a Aa
pApa

aa
pa 2 pa

pA pa

pAA= pA
2 pAa= 2pApa paa= 

pa
2.
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Hardy Weinberg EquilibriumHardy Weinberg Equilibrium

•• Allele frequencies of a generation depend on allele Allele frequencies of a generation depend on allele 
frequencies in previous generation, not the genotype frequencies in previous generation, not the genotype 
frequencies.frequencies.

•• Frequencies of different genotypes produced through Frequencies of different genotypes produced through 
random mating depend only on the allele random mating depend only on the allele 
frequencies.frequencies.

•• After 1 generation of random mating the population After 1 generation of random mating the population 
returns to HWE.returns to HWE.
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Testing for HWETesting for HWE

•• Use Use χχ22 test to compare observed counts to test to compare observed counts to 
expected counts where expected counts where ppAA=(2n=(2nAAAA+n+nAaAa)/2n)/2n and and 
ppaa=(2n=(2naaaa+n+nAaAa)/2n)/2n

AA Aa aa total
Obs 65 93 42 200
Exp npA2 2npApa npa2 n

62.72 98.56 38.72 200

χ1
2

= (65-62.72)2/62.72 + (93-98.56)2/98.56 + (42-38.72)2/38.72
= 0.675 N.S.

pA~ 0.56  pa~ 0.44
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Linkage DisequilibriumLinkage Disequilibrium

•• Linkage Disequilibrium or Association:  Linkage Disequilibrium or Association:  
nonnon--independence of alleles at different loci.independence of alleles at different loci.

•• Evolutionary forces such as mutation, drift, and Evolutionary forces such as mutation, drift, and 
population stratification.population stratification.

•• Close linkage (~30 thousand base pairs) Close linkage (~30 thousand base pairs) 
between markers.between markers.
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Linkage DisequilibriumLinkage Disequilibrium

Let A be marker locus with alleles A and aLet A be marker locus with alleles A and a having frequencies having frequencies 
ppAA and pand paa

Let B be a marker locus with alleles B and b having Let B be a marker locus with alleles B and b having 
frequencies pfrequencies pB B and pand pbb..

•• Linkage disequilibrium between these loci is given byLinkage disequilibrium between these loci is given by
DDABAB = P(AB)= P(AB)--P(A)P(B)P(A)P(B)

•• Linkage disequilibrium indicates that loci are dependent.Linkage disequilibrium indicates that loci are dependent.
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ExampleExample

Locus A
AA Aa aa Total

BB
Bb

Lo
cu

s B

bb
Total

Locus A
AA Aa aa Total

BB
Bb
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cu

s B

bb
Total

Linkage Disequilibrium
Correlated Loci

Linkage Equilibrium
Uncorrelated Loci

Circles represent frequency of multilocus genotype.
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Testing for Linkage Testing for Linkage 
DisequilibriumDisequilibrium

•• DDABAB = P(AB)= P(AB)--P(A)P(B) P(A)P(B) is linkage disequilibriumis linkage disequilibrium

•• Can estimate linkage disequilibrium using a type of Can estimate linkage disequilibrium using a type of 
correlation coefficient, correlation coefficient, rr22

ABAB..

•• nrnr22
AB AB has a has a ΧΧ11

22 distribution.distribution.

•• rr22
AB  AB  can be used when markers show HW disequilibriumcan be used when markers show HW disequilibrium

•• rr22
AB  AB  can be compared across loci whencan be compared across loci when there is a constant there is a constant 

sample size.sample size.
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HaplotypesHaplotypes
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HaplotypesHaplotypes

•• The alleles (at different markers) received by an individual froThe alleles (at different markers) received by an individual from m 
one parent are called a haplotype.one parent are called a haplotype.

•• Molecular biology techniques we Molecular biology techniques we currentlycurrently use cannot identify use cannot identify 
which alleles came from which parents over long distances.which alleles came from which parents over long distances.

•• Genotype information from parents and grandparents can help Genotype information from parents and grandparents can help 
elucidate the haplotype.elucidate the haplotype.

•• Sophisticated statistical techniques can estimate the frequency Sophisticated statistical techniques can estimate the frequency 
of haplotypes in a sample without family data (i.e. EM of haplotypes in a sample without family data (i.e. EM 
algorithm).algorithm).
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Haplotyping ExampleHaplotyping Example

aa
bb
cc

AA
BB
CC

A|a
B|b
C|c

Marker A
Marker B
Marker C

You can distinguish that haplotype 
ABC came from father and abc 
from mother.

AA
Bb
Cc

aa
bb
Cc

A|a
B|b
Cc

You can distinguish that 
haplotype AB came from father 
and Ab from mother.  Marker C 
is ambiguous
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Planning a clinical trialPlanning a clinical trial

•• Determine effects to be testedDetermine effects to be tested

•• Utilize ‘Pilot’ DataUtilize ‘Pilot’ Data

•• Power and Sample size computationsPower and Sample size computations
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Where is the Pilot data for Where is the Pilot data for 
genetics?genetics?

•• Several large cohorts being studiedSeveral large cohorts being studied

•• Limited number of genetic markersLimited number of genetic markers

•• Current answer is to use large numbers to Current answer is to use large numbers to 
ensure powerensure power

•• Why not use simulation?Why not use simulation?
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Model ProgressionModel Progression

•• MonogenicMonogenic

•• MultigenicMultigenic

•• Multigenic + Clinical effectsMultigenic + Clinical effects
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A single Candidate GeneA single Candidate Gene

Basic equation used :

c

cc

a

aa
ca N

PP
N
PPPPZZ )1()1(/)(2/1

−+−−=−− βα

where Pa and Pc are population frequencies of the allele in cases and controls,
respectively, Na and Nc are total number of alleles from cases and controls, and
Z1-α/2 and Zβ are values of the standard normal deviate corresponding to
significance level (α) and power (1-β).  This equation was derived by Darvasi and
McGinnis (ASHG meeting 1999, abstract 1314).

Reduces to:
(if Na = Nc, then square both sides and cross-multiply)

 N = 22
2/1 )/()]1()1([)( caccaa PPPPPPZZ −−+−−− βα

Main issue is the magnitude of effect.
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Power and Sample Size for a single Power and Sample Size for a single 
Candidate GeneCandidate Gene

Tables showing some allele frequencies and
genotype effect differences that a case control
study of 400 can support at a Power=80%.

p2 –p1

0.05 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.5
p1 Power N (O.R.) N (O.R.) N (O.R.) N (O.R.) N (O.R.)
0.01 90% 790 (6.32) 320 (12.2) 130 (26.3) 74 (44.5) 30 (103)

80% 620 252 102 58 24
0.05 90% 1636 (2.11) 520 (3.35) 174 (6.3) 90 (10.2) 36 (23.2)

80% 1284 408 138 72 28
0.1 90% 2590 (1.59) 744 (2.25) 224 (3.86) 110 (6) 40 (13.5)

80% 2032 584 176 86 30
0.2 90% 4136 (1.33) 1102 (1.71) 298 (2.67) 136 (4) 44 (9.33)

80% 3246 864 234 106 34
0.3 90% 5208 (1.26) 1340 (1.56) 342 (2.33) 148 (3.5) 44 (9.33)

80% 4088 1052 268 116 34
0.4 90% 5802 (1.23) 1458 (1.5) 358 (2.25) 148 (3.5) 40 (13.5)

80% 4554 1144 280 116 30
0.5 90% 5922 (1.22) 1458 (1.5) 342 (2.33) 136 (4) 32 (nd)

80% 4648 1144 268 106 26
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Multiple GenesMultiple Genes

•• Linkage DisequilibriumLinkage Disequilibrium

•• Complex interactionsComplex interactions

•• Additive effectsAdditive effects

•• MixturesMixtures
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Clinical FactorsClinical Factors

Demographic Variables
Age, Sex, Body Weight, etc.

Exposure Variables
Drugs, Chemicals, Infections, etc.

Continuous, 0/1, multinomial, nominal, missing, etc.
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Simulating a population Simulating a population 

•• Start with n genes and k markers per geneStart with n genes and k markers per gene
-- SNPsSNPs
-- Satellite MarkersSatellite Markers

•• Hardy Weinberg eq for all markers Hardy Weinberg eq for all markers 

•• Vary disequillibrium between markersVary disequillibrium between markers
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Linkage Disequilibrium of Genetic Linkage Disequilibrium of Genetic 
MarkersMarkers
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Genetic EXOR effectGenetic EXOR effect

aaAaAA

BB

Bb

bb

0 0

0 0

1

1 1 0

1
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Genetic InteractionGenetic Interaction

AA

BB

Bb

bb

0 0

0 0

1

0 0 0

1

Aa aa
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Adding in Clinical EffectsAdding in Clinical Effects

•• Utilize population studies for starting Utilize population studies for starting 
parameter estimates and errorparameter estimates and error

•• Create genetic effectsCreate genetic effects
-- AdditiveAdditive
-- InteractionsInteractions
-- mixturesmixtures

•• Build in correlation among independent Build in correlation among independent 
variables.variables.
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Modeling Environmental FactorsModeling Environmental Factors

Non-linear sex*age interaction

LDL (mg/Dl) By age

100

200

300

20 30 40 50 60 70
age

Polynomial Fit degree=2 sex=0

Polynomial Fit degree=2 sex=1
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Building in ‘Realism’ Building in ‘Realism’ 

•• Missing valuesMissing values

•• Genes that effect clinical parametersGenes that effect clinical parameters

•• Mixtures of genes and clinical parametersMixtures of genes and clinical parameters
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The final model is series of The final model is series of 
additive functions  additive functions  

Predicted Response = (a(B(c+e1)+e2)
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Adverse EventsAdverse Events

•• Small proportion of eventsSmall proportion of events
-- 11--10% of population10% of population

•• Multiple typesMultiple types

•• Same possible effects as efficacy models Same possible effects as efficacy models 
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What are the QuestionsWhat are the Questions

•• If we assume genetic/environmental If we assume genetic/environmental 
interactions existsinteractions exists
-- Can we detect them?Can we detect them?
-- Are the stat methods robust?Are the stat methods robust?
-- How do we power the study?How do we power the study?
-- How will it impact the next study?How will it impact the next study?
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In an ideal ‘pharmacogenetics’ In an ideal ‘pharmacogenetics’ 
worldworld

•• Large phase II  Large phase II  -- small phase IIIsmall phase III

•• Large phase IV Large phase IV -- med phase II med phase II -- small phase small phase 
IIIIII

•• Can we simulate impact of effects from one Can we simulate impact of effects from one 
trial to the next?trial to the next?
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Other applicationsOther applications

•• DiagnosticsDiagnostics

•• PharmacoeconomicsPharmacoeconomics

•• Commercial / eBusinessCommercial / eBusiness
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